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Quick Facts: Why our solution is different?
We are often asked what makes Quality Essentials Suite different from legacy
quality management solutions in the marketplace. Here are a few key
differentiators:

1. Affordability with unlimited user access
Our solution is sold per module based on number of companies in the installation
configuration and specifically allows for unlimited user access to the functionality,
governed by user security rules of course. The goal is to ensure that end users
can build their business process flow in a manner that is most efficient for them
and that is not constrained by user license cost.
2. Centralized data management for better sharing and security
Using Microsoft SQL database to store all data collected allows for greater
security of your data from accidental loss and corruption. It also means that
anyone authorized can access needed data without the efforts needed for
transcription, exporting or blending.
3. Runs on multiple devices for access flexibility
Development tools allow the creation of user interfaces that can run on a range of
devices which means the quality department can put data collection tasks where
they are most efficient.
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4. Structured product architecture has a complete set of tools to enable
adjustments for changes in requirements.
Information demands do not remain static. Our solution allows authorized staff
to easily add new requirements, update current standards and roll out those
changes quickly. No more building one off processes for new requirements.
5. Automated audit trail reduces risk
You no longer have to be concerned about changes to data going unnoticed. Our
software automatically records changed data with relevant identifying
information.
6. User controlled settings enable customization of forms and lookups for
more efficiency
No more one size fits everyone! Individuals can remove unneeded entry points or
change the layout of forms to meet efficiency goals. Lookups can be customized
to ensure most frequently needed data is most accessible. User defined fields are
also available to tailor the environment to your specific organization.
7. Generate a COA in 4 Mouse Clicks
When data setups are complete it is possible to create a COA or COC in as few as
4 mouse clicks. Data auto populates forms reducing the need for data entry and
improving accuracy. Reports and their related data are automatically archived
and easy to retrieve. Integration with your outlook client enables automatically
sending electronic versions of the certificates to your customers.
If you are ready to leave your frustrations behind give us a call (866) 949 9504 or
email sales@qualityessentialssuite.com we’d love to give you demo of our
solution.
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